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Key of C 4/4 Line: ½ bar 2 beats l 4 beats l 4 beats l 2 beats
( ) =optional word / = choice of lyric
VERSE 1
C
l
l FM7 l
What if you’re already a winner,
F
l
l G7
l
What if life is on your side?
C
l
l FM7
l
What would happen to your problems
Dm7 l
l G7
l
if you had nothing to hide
What if being defenseless
Is where your safety lies
Is there a way of seeing
The world with new eyes
CHORUS 1
C
Fm7
Believing is seeing
C
G7
I get to choose what I see
C
Am
Is life for or against me
F
G7
Am I a victim or am I free
What if we knew this instant
As the only time we live
If/As we become more present
Will we awaken and forgive

What if we make a new choice
To feel more love and less fear
Would healing surely follow
Higher consciousness appear/be here
CHORUS 2
Believing is seeing
You’re creating what you see
Is life for or against you
Are you a victim or are you free
What if we are all beings
Both/Connecting human and divine
Creator(s) inside creation
Where Love and Life intertwine
CHORUS 3
Believing is seeing
We’re creating what we see
Is life for or against us
Are we victims or are we free
Our true essence of being
One Life, One Love, inner peace
(Is) there for us to re-member
Let go of fear, (and) be at peace
(INSTRUMENTAL) CHORUS

DISCARDED/Alternate VERSES:
Old Verse 3:
What if we seize each moment
As the only time we can be
Would we be more giving
Live our life more carefree

Alternate 2nd Verses
What if we see each other
in a totally new way
Let go of our defenses
Breathe easier every day

What if you’re free to choose
the thoughts you hold in (your) mind
Would you find your safety
leaving your defenses behind
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